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You’ve had it happen again. It first really happened when you were young, around
eight years old1. You were tucked in bed, you always are, mind half-glazed. you hear
the light taps of your bed frame. When it happens it doesn’t even have to be fully
dark: you could have the starry glow of your entire window at your disposal2, BUT IT
ONLY TAKES ONE CORNER OF DENSE VOIDAL MASS FOR IT TO HAPPEN
AND NOW ITS THERE ITS EVERYWHERE
Disgusting amalgamations black mass onto black mass
seared white scribble eyes expanding and leaking and consuming
It laughs at you, it’s this one gorgeously hideous entity, it’s the walls and the desk
and the leaves and the moon, the stars, the ocean miles away from you
your eyes are stretched wide open under your eyelids3. you want to break free but
your stupid arms and legs have stopped existing, it’s only you and your
dismembered bleeding head
The bed frame shakes again, and the taps elongate into waves, into his voice, into his
groans of pain (even though he didn’t groan that day, he physically could not), you
feel that he is walking behind you, just on the flip side of that flaky porous wall, you
feel that he is in so much pain he has no choice but to keep falling asleep even as he
stumbles into the kitchen, you know he’s there dismembered, you know he is right
behind you and you know he is sick, you know his mind is dying just inches away
from your door

your hand shudders onto the switch and the light is on again. you’ll go back to sleep
two hours later, after convincing yourself that it’s all gone

3 During REM sleep cycle, a dreamer is wide awake. There is the sympathetic tone (nervous system), as
opposed to the parasympathetic tone-as to why they are called tones, you have no clue and are scared of
trying to investigate-, that, so far as you have understood, freezes your muscles while your “middle
brain”-the brain area that is attached to your spinal cord, interestingly enough- keeps you alert and easily
vulnerable to wakefulness. It seems that where some things are too awake and others too asleep is
where sleep disorders set up camp. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4506454/
https://qbi.uq.edu.au/brain/brain-anatomy/midbrain.

2 “Night or darkness, which intensifies the feeling of fear?” https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25957698/
This is actually not unusual: being alone in a bright room during nighttime feels uncanny, more than a
dark room during daytime. But what happens when you concurrently live in two worlds both night and day,
when the line between “what is” and “what could be” dies?

1 Earlier versions of this night horror happened years before this incident, yet you cannot separate them:
you’ve convinced yourself they are from the same seed, that all your childhood sufferings were caused by
this hole in your adolescent years. The flower of grief explodes even though it’s not supposed to be there.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4506454/
https://qbi.uq.edu.au/brain/brain-anatomy/midbrain#:~:text=The%20midbrain%20is%20the%20topmost,tegmentum%2C%20and%20the%20cerebral%20peduncles
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25957698/


and that you can deal with the darkness..
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